Defining comparative effectiveness research: the importance of getting it right.
Defining comparative effectiveness research (CER) was the first order of business for the Institute of Medicine Committee on Initial Priorities for CER. The Institute of Medicine committee approached the task of defining CER by identifying the common theme in the 6 extant definitions. The definition follows: "Comparative effectiveness research is the generation and synthesis of evidence that compares the benefits and harms of alternative methods to prevent, diagnose, treat, and monitor a clinical condition or to improve the delivery of care. The purpose of CER is to assist consumers, clinicians, purchasers, and policy makers to make informed decisions that will improve health care at both the individual and population levels." The key words in this definition are "generation and synthesis of evidence" (which implies both original research and systematic reviews), "alternative methods" (which implies making head to head comparisons in study populations typical of daily practice), and "to make informed decisions" (which implies a focus on data that helps to decide between alternatives). Defining CER requires us to decide what we want from decisions about health care. Definitions also serve a bureaucratic function: they can set boundaries that delineate which research is eligible for CER program funding. Definitions--and the funding that advances their goals--can reshape the research environment.